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(parts of) Reference Citation: HBO, GIRLS, the complete fourth season  

Sounds reminiscent of a speech I gave to uh myself, (in the beginning of the video) 

It doesn’t really seem like she the main character knows her uh significant other or whatever you might 

call it; instead it seems an introduction from another part, and entering into this disposition to the 

knowledge of the uh parents; so what I’m seeing whoever this significant actually is and or who they are 

represents a completed crime, toward the main character [the real version translation] 

Normal cues: the completion of “college,”  “iowa,”  “Connecticut”  

Internal importance perhaps:  the main character “Hannah” is wearing nearly the same outfit as the 

that librarian I despise; and don’t want living off my trust fund; while I’m nearly on the street; and this is 

at a convex (outside of regular time) (quarantined by a counter of some, time … the clip) (and the 

obnoxious interaction with the librarian in real time (as in interactional, witnessed time)) 
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Gendered cues: connecting with the title of the series, now there is describers of the significant other 

being the incorrect version for his job; and if he is the wrong type for this, what else is he the wrong type 

for … ? usually this is/these are referenced conversations for women; oh maybe in for example romantic 

relationships: maybe, you’re not his type … or something; but it is switched connected to the name of 

the title, … to men, a man here 

Aside Note: the same turn-over of sexual partners that is often described at a heightened level of 

interest, … is expressed here as is usual in culture: it’s almost symbolic of rape present in society; it 

seems the spin is that each sexual partners is earned as such because each is just so interesting and no 

matter how short the turn-over (is it saying there is hardly a difference between what?) 

Accompanying music citation: the new kids on the block, the right suff 


